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the Nazi era, Sommerfeld’s correspondence shows a decided moderation from the feisty nationalistic stance that he
had expressed against allied nations in the interwar period.
In short, these volumes provide a well-constructed window onto the rapidly changing relations between physics
and mathematics and the emergence of theoretical physics, reflected through the career of one of the leading
mathematician–physicists of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Charting Sommerfeld’s career thus provides an
important perspective on the processes through which the disciplinary and conceptual foundations of modern physical
science were settled. More generally, these volumes represent a fecund source for researchers studying the history of
the physical and mathematical sciences of this era. The wider Sommerfeld project, of which these volumes are a part,
represents a model for further projects mapping the work of key creative figures in modern physical sciences.
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Robert L. Moore (1882–1974) was a member of what may be considered the first generation of American-trained
research mathematicians [Parshall and Rowe, 1994]. Born in Texas, he received his undergraduate education at the
University of Texas, Austin under the irascible George Bruce Halsted before pursuing graduate work in mathematics
at the University of Chicago. There, his research focused, like that of the mathematics department’s guiding light
E.H. Moore, on the search for complete and independent postulational systems. R.L. Moore concentrated on geometry
and, in 1905, succeeded with the help and encouragement of the newly minted Chicago Ph.D. Oswald Veblen in
deriving a “Set of Metrical Hypotheses for Geometry,” the work with which he earned his Ph.D. The foundations
of geometry—but ultimately the not unrelated axiomatization and development of point set topology—would make
Moore’s mathematical reputation, while his idiosyncratic teaching technique—the so-called Moore Method—would
secure his reputation in the classroom. Journalist John Parker, writing under the aegis of and in cooperation with the
Educational Advancement Foundation and The Legacy of R.L. Moore Project, has now written the first book-length
biography of this mathematician whom David Zitarelli has styled one of the “towering figures” of early 20th-century
American mathematics [Zitarelli, 2001].
Parker’s book, however, like its subject, is idiosyncratic. Some of what one expects to find in a biography is
certainly here, but some of what one would expect to find in the biography of a “mathematician and teacher” (the
book’s subtitle) is not.
The book opens with a chapter on R.L. Moore’s “Roots and Influences (1882–1897)” that takes Moore’s story up
through his matriculation at the University of Texas. Here, Parker traces, as had Moore himself, the family’s roots to
“two American presidents, the president of the Confederacy and three European royal houses” (p. 3) and proceeds
to sketch the future mathematician’s life growing up in the rough-and-tumble Texas city of Dallas in the 1880s and
1890s. Not surprisingly, the account focuses on the young Moore’s education with Parker looking for, and finding,
traces both of the mathematician-to-be and of the infamous Moore Method that would evolve. The evidence for the
former is compelling; as a teenager, Moore was already writing to Halsted at Texas to ask his advice on calculus books
to study, since calculus was not part of the curriculum of the school Moore attended in Dallas. The evidence for the
latter is less so, with Parker “speculating” that the philosophy of education articulated in the school’s promotional
materials “might well have sown the seed for the unique style of teaching eventually adopted by” Moore (p. 10). And
it might well have not. This example in the first chapter is, unfortunately, only one of many peppered throughout this
book where suggestion, in this case, or assertion, in others, replaces real evidence or compelling historical analysis.
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The second chapter, “Of Richest Promise (1897–1902),” takes Moore through his undergraduate years to his ac-
ceptance into the graduate program at Chicago. It traces Moore’s “mathematical pedigree” (p. 21) back to Halsted’s
teacher at the Johns Hopkins University in the 1870s, the transplanted English mathematician who established Amer-
ica’s first school of mathematical research, James Joseph Sylvester. As Parker puts it, “Moore was therefore able to
garner all that Halsted could offer him and benefit from an impressive mathematical legacy that was as star-studded as
Moore’s personal genealogy chart” (p. 20). Here is an early example, again one of many, of what might be called “ar-
gument by genealogy” that the author would be hard-pressed to back up with actual facts. Yes, Halsted studied under
Sylvester at Hopkins, but, as Parker himself later notes, Halsted showed “a clear divergence from [Sylvester’s] continu-
ing theme of invariant theory and veered increasingly towards geometrical research” (p. 24), an area to which (although
Parker does not point this out) Sylvester never cottoned and into which he essentially never ventured [Parshall, 1998]
(or more recently [Parshall, 2006]). Thus, it is unclear exactly how Moore might have directly “benefitted” from
Sylvester, even though the evidence shows that he did clearly benefit from Halsted’s geometrical guidance. Simply
because X was a student of Y , and Y was a student of Z, does not imply that Z necessarily influenced X. The influ-
ence may be there, but it must be proven, not merely asserted. Simple “argument by genealogy” is fraught with logical
flaws.
In 1903, on Halsted’s strong recommendation, Moore entered the heady mathematical atmosphere of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, an institution that had opened slightly more than a decade earlier in 1892 but one that had
already established itself as the premier center for mathematical research in the United States. Chapters 3 and 4
take Moore through the application process, the move into the Chicago environment, and the writing of the doctoral
dissertation. Oddly, however, the mathematical discussion in the latter chapter centers on Veblen’s research in the
years between 1903 and 1905 rather than on Moore’s dissertation and its contents. In an effort to establish “influ-
ence,” Parker seems more intent on trying to document Moore’s contributions to Veblen’s research than on discussing
Moore’s original work per se. The scant account of that comes in less than one paragraph in Chapter 6 and draws
exclusively but disjointedly from Raymond L. Wilder’s 1982 historical study of Moore’s mathematical work [Wilder,
1982]. This brief discussion highlights what is perhaps the main feature lacking in this book on R.L. Moore as a
mathematician and teacher, namely, cogent and mathematically complete discussions of Moore’s actual research ac-
complishments.
From Chicago, Moore moved through a series of jobs over the course of the next decade. He first accepted a
professorship at the University of Tennessee, where he tried in vain both to establish a program at the level of the one
he had left at Chicago and to carry on his own research. Next, he moved to a preceptorship at Princeton, where his
friend Veblen had comfortably established himself but where Moore felt ill at ease. From the East Coast he went back
to the Midwest, this time to Northwestern University, where he began to find his niche as a teacher. And, finally, back
east to the University of Pennsylvania where his research began to pick up and where, as Parker puts it, “he ha[d] the
freedom to experiment with his teaching method” (p. 91).
These wanderings in search of a congenial professorship are mapped out in Chapters 5 and 6, and, in following the
peripatetic Moore, Parker provides interesting glimpses into the personality of a man trying to find himself. A very
lengthy quote from Moore’s diary in 1906, for example, catches him wondering: “Am I losing both the desire and
capacity for continued close concentrated work? Or if not both the desire and capacity, at least capacity” (p. 77). In
Princeton, “[h]e embarked on an almost daily schedule of arduous boxing lessons to such an extent that his colleagues
might be forgiven for supposing that he was in search of an avenue of aggression through which to release some of the
frustration of his work” (p. 85). While at Northwestern, he married Margaret MacLellan Key, a young woman whom
he had met in Texas before his move to Chicago for graduate school. And, in Philadelphia, he directed his first Ph.D.
students, one of whom, G.H. Hallett, recounted that Moore “taught in a very remarkable way. He didn’t give us any
books. We didn’t consult books at all in that course. It was a course in point set theory and he gave us certain axioms
to start with and then we were asked at the beginning to prove certain theorems that we were told were true, given
those axioms. . . . He gave us a problem once which we worked on and none of us got it. And he said, ‘Well, I guess
you needn’t spend any more time on that. This is a problem mathematicians have been working on for centuries and
nobody has ever solved it’ ” (p. 99). The Moore Method was born, as David Zitarelli—who curiously is not referenced
here—argued convincingly in [Zitarelli, 2004].
Moore left Philadelphia in 1920 to take up his next and final position at the University of Texas. The rest of the
biography treats the Texas years. It tries to convey a sense of Moore’s mathematics, especially the results on point
set topology that led up to the publication in 1932 of Moore’s influential book, Foundations of Point Set Topology,
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but again it offers little more insight into that work and provides much less clarity about it than can be found in
Wilder’s 1982 study. It does, however, provide interesting accounts of the often nasty departmental politics at Texas,
in which Moore was a key and often outspoken player. It chronicles Moore’s broader involvement in the mathematical
community, such as his presidency of the American Mathematical Society in the two calendar years 1937–1938. It
details the struggle between Moore, with his insistence on a Department of Pure Mathematics in which he taught
precisely those students and those courses he wanted to teach, and his colleagues within the University who, in the
aftermath of World War II, recognized that class sizes and the curriculum needed to grow and change. It gives further
glimpses into the personality of a man of principle, but one who got so irascible and immovably set in his ways that he
refused to stop teaching the material he had been teaching since the 1930s in the way he had been teaching it since the
1910s, until a faculty senate vote finally forced him out in his 85th year. Mostly, however, it recounts many times, but
in the many different voices of Moore’s Ph.D. students and others, how the method worked and how it was received.
Rather than the story of Moore, the mathematician and teacher, this is really the story of Moore, the teacher.
John Parker has written the first, full-length biography of R.L. Moore, but he has by no means said the final word.
First, there is the mathematics. Wilder presented a fine, internalistic account of Moore’s research, but what is the place
of that research in broader historical context? Did Moore’s single-minded focus on point set topology cause him to
fail to appreciate and to teach newer topological trends and ideas? If so, what impact did that have on the students
he persisted in training in that approach? If so, what impact did it have on Moore’s own research agenda and output?
What is the place of Moore’s research in the history of topology? In short, what is Moore’s research legacy. All of
these questions remain to be answered about Moore, the researcher, in a biographical study of the man.
And what of the man? Parker provides a sense of him, but what really made him tick? In more than one place
in the book, allusions are made to Moore’s anti-New Deal political stance, to his anti-Semitism, and to his negative
feelings about blacks, but the latter, for example, are simply attributed to his “Southern values” which “did not extend
to African Americans” (p. 96). What precisely were those values? What was the atmosphere that spawned them in
Moore? Why did Moore continue to hold them when others abandoned them? Since these and similar questions are
simply never raised, it is difficult really to “know” this man from this biography.
The book’s greatest strength, unquestionably, lies in its treatment of Moore’s teaching. It is a celebration of what is
viewed as a pedagogical triumph, even if it does occasionally report in passing a highly critical account like that of Don
Cowley, who found Moore “to be a self-centered, opinionated, crusty, and very old man, possibly senile” and “a perfect
example of everything that is wrong with modern higher education in general” (p. 270). Parker’s book presents a view
of Moore, the teacher, but it is a historically uncritical one. It takes first-person accounts, often given years after the
fact, at face value and never asks harder historical questions such as whether Moore’s Method ever reached a point
when it was no longer effective? Did Moore ever view his own method critically? Did he ever consider changes or
improvements to it, and, if so, what were they? How did, or did, his students make the transition from his classroom
with its strict policy of “no books, no discussion” to the “real world” of the research mathematician steeped in and
totally on top of the literature? What was it about Moore’s personality that led him to suppose that he could dictate
students’ lives—what they read, who they talked to—outside of his classroom? How did, or did, Moore’s control of the
Department of Pure Mathematics at Texas—based on his insistence on his teaching technique and curriculum—affect
its ability to compete with other mathematics departments nationally? Although Parker has given us in his biography
an interesting glimpse into the persona of R.L. Moore, there would seem to be much more that a sensitive historical
analysis would uncover about the man, about his work, about his pedagogical ideas, and about his actual legacy.
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Dr. Euler’s Fabulous Formula: Cures Many Mathematical Ills
By Paul J. Nahin. Princeton (Princeton University Press). 2006. ISBN 0-691-11822-1. xx + 381 pp. $29.95
Over the last few years, the electrical engineer Paul Nahin has published several semipopular books on mathemat-
ical subjects. His earlier work An Imaginary Tale, a history of imaginary numbers, was warmly recommended to me
by a friend who is a chemist. So it appears that Nahin’s books are reaching a certain group of readers. The book under
review is a sequel to An Imaginary Tale, but unlike its predecessor, while it does have historical content, it cannot be
described as a book on the history of mathematics. Nahin tells us in fact that it includes much of the material that
would not fit into the earlier book. More ominously, the acknowledgments at the end of the book reveal that “much of
the material in this book first served as lecture notes and homework problems in my third-year systems engineering
classes” (p. 375).
At first glance, the book appears to be a hodge-podge (or, more positively, a “potpourri”) of different topics, loosely
held together by involving imaginary numbers in some way, especially through Euler’s formula eiπ + 1 = 0. The first
few chapters deal, for example, with De Moivre’s theorem, summation of a series by Ramanujan, the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, unique factorization in imaginary number fields, and cat-and-mouse pursuits. From about the middle of the
book, however, the treatment focuses more tightly on Fourier theory. There are chapters on Fourier series and Fourier
transforms, followed by a chapter on applications of Fourier theory to electrical engineering. Here the connection
with Euler is his formula eix = cosx + i sinx, which makes the treatment of Fourier series much simpler and makes
possible the derivation of the Fourier transform. The book concludes with a 20-page biography of Euler.
One might wonder who it is that Nahin is writing for. Clearly, a book filled with explicit evaluations of definite
integrals cannot be “popular.” Nahin argues that it ought to be: “Shouldn’t being ignorant of what is taught each year
to a million college freshman and sophomores (math, at the level of this book) worldwide, the vast majority of whom
are not math majors, be reason for at least a little concern?” (p. xiv). Well, I can’t disagree with this, but I wonder
how many of those freshmen and sophomores have actually learned calculus well enough to follow Nahin’s book, or
would have the tenacity to read through it. I suspect that more people will buy the book than will read it.
One obstacle to a prospective reader is that Nahin’s treatment, despite his flippant style, is often ponderous. For ex-
ample, he begins with a proof of De Moivre’s theorem, using 2×2 matrices and the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, which
occupies about 10 pages, full of explicit and lengthy algebra, although the theorem can be proved by mathematical
induction in about 3 lines. Nahin has a fondness for writing down all the details of elementary calculations, especially
elementary evaluations of integrals, which occupy page after page of the book. I am sure that Nahin’s electrical engi-
neering students appreciated having all these calculations written out explicitly, but the general reader is likely to find
them tedious. Those who can do the integrals themselves will not need to see them worked out over and over again,
while readers who can’t do them will hardly make it far into the book.
On the other hand, Nahin often skips over the more significant conceptual points. For example, his proof of the
irrationality of π2 in Chapter 3 (an expansion of a proof given in lectures by C.L. Siegel) uses a certain pair of
polynomials A(x) and B(x). An essential point of the proof is that the coefficients of these polynomials are integers.
